.Abl~tio7]appears to have a significant effect on railgun performance.
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Although a small portion of this report * is not reproducible, it is being q the availability of information on the research discussed herein. made available to expedite A prediction of the performance of a railgun, that is, the rail current and projectile velocity and position as functions of time, is a conbined electrical and mechanical problem. The ratlgun repesents an electrical load whose properties vary with projectile position. Many predictions of railgun performance have been done, ranging from simplified calculations of projectile velocity and position from a known total current to more complex calcula ions of rail current and projectile performance. 1 Performance models have tended to overestimate projectile velocities. This has been accounted for in the models by using effective values of the rail inductance gradient, wh?ch is used to calculat~the force on the projectile from the current, or by using empirical friction losses.s The behavior of the arc is another area in which many simplifying assumptions have been used in performance models.
The LOS AIMXX !?e!!gunEstimator (iARsE) is a performance model that was written to calculate rail current and projectile velocity and position from a description of the power supply and railgun.s LARGE has been used to design railgun tests and analyze data taken durtng tests.4 It can model a capacitor bank, large i:lductances in the power supply, explosively driven magiieticflux compression generators (MFCGS), and various railgun configurations such as square bore, round bore, staged systems, or dtstribtitedsystems. An attfxnptwas made in writing LARGE to use as few empirical models W parameters as poss'ble within the constraints of a fast-running code. To tl,is extent, all rail inductances ano resistances are calculated from a physical description of the rails. A calculated rail inductance gradient (high-frequencylimit) i used to determir? the force on the projectile~i>tirsates of how current diffusion changes rail inductan e and resistance with time are also incll~ded. i Simple, empirical models were employed in two areas: for the pl~ma armature and for friction betwewl the projectile and bore walls. The arc is modeled electrically az a voltage drop that varies from a few hundred volts at low current to about 5CVIvolts at 1 MA. This model was developed from muzzle-voltage measurements on railyun tests at Los Alamos. The electrical modvl of the arc in LARGE will require further work. A simplified model of friction between the projectile and bore walls was added to LARGE when It became obvious that measured projectile velocities were always less than predict~d, even if the actual rail current was used, Good agreement between measured and calculated velocities was obtained by introducing a friction parameter that discarded a constant portion (normally 20-40%) of the accelerating force during the calculation. However, this model was somewhat arbitrary b~csuse no independent means of calculating friction effects wds found, Recently, Parker7 su q~sted that the most f significant loss in a ra~qun is that caused by oblotlon of the rails or sidewall material. He postulates that the extremely large radiant fluxes from tht arc couse evaporation dnd subsequent ionization of material, which is then added to the arc. rhis additional mass must also be accelerated so that the finiil velocity is lower than in a case with no ablation. we assume that all radiation absorbed hy those materials goes into ablation. The radi~nt energy exchange between the arc and a surrounding surface is given by
where A is the effective surface area of thf arc illld Tv j is the vaporization temperature for . surf ace j.
This assumes all Surf?';es are radiatively black.
lhp tinw, t , for. use in equation (5) The effect is greater for small masses accelerated to very high velocities than for large masses accelerated to moderate velocities.
